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Options 
 

 

  



Summary 
A total of 445 responses were received, of which 45.8% were male and 54.2% were female.  

The age range with the largest number of people completing the survey was 45 – 59 years 

of age with 30.9% followed by 65 – 74 years of age with 28.7%.  Only 1.2% were under 18 

and 1.9% aged between 18 and 24.   

39.6% of responses were completed on a smartphone. 33.9% of responses were completed 

by residents from the Weaponness and Ramshill ward and 25.6% from an unknown location. 

 

South Cliff Gardens Logo Results 
 

The logo with the highest percent of votes is….. 

Logo B - References Architectural form and shell/fan motifs found within 
historical features of the Gardens with 39.4% of the votes 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The graph below shows the votes for each logo 
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Comments and suggestions 
Below are all the comments and suggestion provided on the logo designs 

I like A - captures the dignity and variety of the Gardens 

I find A&B twee and backward looking. C&D are more interesting, but somehow portray a vaguely 
aggressive feel, coupled with a bit of Charles Rennie Mackintosh which doesn't feel appropriate (we're 
not in Glasgow!). By far my favourites are E&F. Hard to choose between them, but F wins it by a 
whisker for me. Feels open and inviting, positive, modern, referencing not only the ironwork but also 
formal/municipal planting roundels.... would also make a nice colouring in competition for children (or 
adults). For me this very open feel is reflective of the open landscape we have around us.... but also 
that the gardens are held between the cliffs and the sea, so emphasising the natural boundary..... and 
there's not much more natural than a circle - earth/moon/sun etc..... 

I like F. A mixture of modern and heritage 

I feel logo D is the best brands, also logo C is good but the font of D is more traditional so prefer that 
more 

I prefer logo A 

I prefer logo A, as it best reflects the heritage. 

Prefer Logo B over the other designs owing to the fan/shell reference which I have observed in the 
gardens. It is much easier on the eye than the colours in reverse (Logo A)  My second choice would be 
Logo C due to the cleaner font than Logo D. The gables on the shelters are reflected in this design 
which I like.  I do not like E or F 

I prefer Logo A - represents the seaside connection and fan motif. Just wondering if the logos are all in 
black and white? Quite dramatic if so. Or maybe there could be some seaside colours featured if not? 
Ie yellows, blues, greens? 

Modern, dynamic. Cleverly incorporates the initials into a "natural " design. It is also not overly 
obtrusive. 

Logo C Seems more of a nod to nature is the design of this one and prefer the lettering as appose to 
logo D 

Logo a 

I think logo c is really eye catching and positive 

The first two logo’s capture the history and the future of the gardens and both very stylish and classic 

Not keen on any of them. Definitely don’t like C and D. 

I like A. Traditional, smart.  2nd would be E ...but he text would need to 'square' at the bottom S skew 
whiff is a bit irritating. 

Logos A or B deliver on the history of the gardens and suggest class and cultural appreciation. The 
styling evokes the idea of the gardens overlooking the sea and the seats of the spa. The second style 
has a font reminding me of cooplands cafe and the third style is too modern and non-descript 

These are very badly designed logos that will be very hard to read produced at a small size, particularly 
online. Given the age of a significant percentage of the population of Scarborough this should be a 
major consideration. They are also somewhat amateur looking. If this is worth doing surely it is worth 
paying a professional designer. A poorly designed logo suggests poorly maintained gardens. 
Scarborough deserves better, please rethink this. 

Not sure about the sans serif SOUTH CLIFF. 



The first four have good contrast and are very readable. Historic references are definitely important to 
scarborough's heritage. In my opinion the first two logos represent scarborough's past as a spa town 
in the most clear way, but for gardens the leaf shape is more iconic, and the modern typefaces will 
help wash away Scarborough's image of dated, faded glory and bring it into a contemporary 
landscape. 

I don't think any of them represent the heritage at all. 

Logo C. Easy to read symbols are suggesting fauna. 

E and f look very modern and do not reflect the history 

Logo B 

An alternative colour could be a true green to echo grass,  leaves etc. 

F or B are most striking. (A&B are the same just in reverse) 

I don't like any of them.  If you took the words out of the design it would be difficult to decide what 
they related to.   Three distinct and individual aspects of the Gardens have been used as themes.  
These quite specific aspects, shells, motifs from a shelter and historical ironwork are not themes that 
would instantly conjure up the image of splendid gardens on one of the most beautiful locations to be 
found in Britain's seaside resorts. I would imagine most people would ask what have shellfish got to do 
with gardens and the final design has letters inside a circle echoing the letters outside the circle. I 
would not be happy of any of these were used. 

Just reminds me of spa water fountain in sea walls leading up to spa so seems as though it would flow 

how much money have we wasted on this rubbish choice? 

The round circles look more like footballs than anything to do with gardens in my opinion Think I like 
logo B best 

Logo B 

They are all uninspired. Need to try again 

I believe this is the best design because it can easily be seen in the Gardens. The other two are more 
obscure/difficult to spot. 

I do not like any of them. 

I like logo B as it is decorative and jolly. 

Logo B seems to me to have the best balance between light and dark, and is probably the most 
appropriate in terms of fitting in with the majority on historical features in the Gardens.   I think, 
however, that it would be improved slightly if the black lines making up the logo were slightly bolder 
(a bit like the white lines in Logos C and D).   Hope this helps. 

Reflects the Victorian heritage with a clean but not too modern image 

I like logo B as it's clear and simple. 

Any of the first 4 really. 

I've been enjoying the gardens for two decades now and can say I know them very well. Yet, after 
closer examination of all of the logos on offer I can't say ANY of them speaks to me. It would be of 
much help to understand those logos if you provided details on historical features of the gardens 
(shell/fan motifs found there), details on Sir Joseph Shelter and historical ironwork as I am sure vast 
majority of the gardens users WILL NOT find any reference among those simply for the reason as they 
are not aware of those details and see the gardens differently than authors of these logos. 



Im not enamoured with any of the designs.  I prefer the white back ground logos. Of those, logo B is 
my preference. However,  if there had been one with an Italianate feel, it would be a passing 
reference to the gem of the South  Cliff, the Italian Gardens 

As an artist & designer, my sense is definitely 3rd from the left Logo C - is by far superior. Elegant & 
simple, easily readable & captures the open sky & original style of the gardens & sublime feel of 
Scarborough at its best. A & B make me think of Oliver's Mount cafe, Dtge font is too fussy, E & F could 
be a garden centre anywhere. All the best! 

Logo B first choice. Then logo A 

LOGO D - it has floral elements and a period font - think there should be a Victorian feel and not too 
modern to link the unique heritage of the site. 

Logo A has a timeless appearance that would have been similar to motifs use in the Victorian era. 

Sorry, but do not feel any of the above are suitable.  Dull and boring. 

Looks great. 

Logo C its classy with a touch of modern 

Logo should be Hermes from the Italian gardens 

I like logo F. The pineapple shaped one looks lovely but I think you need something modern to show 
you are keeping up with the times and in years to come will be a unique design easily recognised. 

Just clean, simple, straight forward and obvious. 

It needs to be clean looking and of materials that will maintain a good quality. 

F 

I like B because it is historical and clear at the same time.  My second choice would be E because it is 
clear and elegant, but it looks more modern.  So it depends if you want a modern-looking logo (E) or a 
historical-looking one.  C and D are too black and I don't like the lettering on either.  It may have been 
helpful to know if any colour is envisaged or if they are going to be black and white. 

I assume that all of these logo options are only available in black and white as depicted above which is 
disappointingly funereal. My choice is Logo B and hopefully it can be adapted to include a rainbow of 
colour in the fan design to reflect sexual, ethnic and cultural diversity. 

My general comment would be for the need of some signage to let people know the paths and 
gardens are there and where the paths lead to, increasing the use of the paths is important 

Difficult to see, I presume all will be in black and white format. Logo b comes over as the best option, 
simple and effective, giving an Arts and Crafts idea. 

I lean towards LOGO D or C, because the black links to the ironworks, as does the font style in D, and 
the flowers and trees attest to what people will quickly visually encounter. Prefer D.  Logos A & B more 
advertise some sort of theatre setting, seem fussy, and Logos E and F are insipid, though I like the font 
approach on F. 

At first sight my preference is logo B to keep a more Victorian heritage 

Logo B.  It seems to me to embody the ethos of past elegance of the South Cliff-helps to bring it back 

I think logo C does the job best.  It is neat, clear and references the gardens, as most would expect.  
E/F are too abstract though very appealing in their simplicity.  A/B feel more about the sea than the 
gardens, though again, very attractive as designs. 

Logo A I think represents the gardens. It represents the era of the original gardens and also has a 
seaside theme with the shells 

Logo B captures the essential historical features of the gardens 

Logo F depicts the historical, architectural heritage of the Gardens in a modern format. 



Logo A and B are very traditional; Logo C and D, same - however, I prefer Logos E and F's simplistic 
approach to the garden, very contemporary yet very retro - so very cross-generational.  Also - easier to 
reproduce for different uses in terms of marketing, signage, etc. 

Logo b I believe incorporates the most designs that say seaside but also Victorian and scarborough 

None of these logos epitomises to me South Cliff Gardens.  Were these logos going to be in colour - 
gardens by their very nature are colourful.  C and D appear the same.  E and F art deco maybe but 
nothing to suggest gardens.  The whole lot would have been much better done by having the local 
schools submit ideas.  I dread to think how much this lot has cost and I am sure I am not alone in this 
sentiment! 

my comments are not printable. 

I LIKE LOGO B 

We like both C&D but do not like the lower case "G" on logo D 

Logo A appeals as a Victorian design more in line with the history of the gardens. But logo D does have 
a sort of 1920s visually to it. E and F too modern not in keeping with the gardens history. For me logo 
A would be my choice. 

Since the gardens are a late Victorian-early C20th architectural construct, I think Logo A most 
sympathetically represents their overall heritage and style. 

First two look like grave stones...…….last two have what appears to be a gluteal crack (builders bum!!!) 
down the right hand side! 

I like A, B and C.   The lettering of 'gardens' in D is pretty but not easy to read.  E and F don't work at all 
for me. 

Definitely not E or F. I would like to have seen C/D outlined like B. Hence of A/B my current preference 
would be B.  Sticking to black and white or incorporating colour in the final choice? Presumably the 
logo is to go on signs and buildings in the gardens as well as on a letterhead? Just discovered there is a 
soft green version! This improves C/D, of which I prefer D, but I will stick with B! 

They all look quite austere. Can a local artist or artists get involved & best chosen 

None of them are appropriate. The first four are over complex and the two roundels look amateurish. 

Logo C would be my first choice.  Followed by logo B.  The type face and colours are very important. 

A         BECAUSE IT IS IN KEEPING WIT THE DESIGN MOTIFS FOUND IN THE GARDENS. ALSO THE BLACK 
SUITS THE BLACK IRONWORK . 

Logo C, the name is most prominent and harks back to sir Joseph:) 

Why are all of these logos in black and white - they look cold and uninspiring.  Where in any garden do 
you find black and white?  The gardens project is supposed to be a community project and was 
supposed to be about putting the heart back into the community. There is colour in that sentiment.  
Any branding logo must represent the colours of the garden, the warmth and passion of the 
community, the shades of inspiration.  If any of these logos finally represents this project, I will be very 
disappointed. For that reason I am not picking any of them. 

Logo B suggests a gentile, refined era, very evocative of the gardens! 

I like logo D 

Logo E 

Sorry I do not like any of logos at all. Maybe logo F with some local colours added which can be found 
in the area, will be a little more sympathetic. 

All of the design options have an appeal but none in my opinion is an obvious 'winner' Logo B is 
closest. 



I favour Logo D for its simple but bold design. The font reflects the historic nature of the Gardens.  
Logo B would be my second choice. It echoes some of the architectural forms found in the Gardens 
but is a little too fussy. 

D is my choice. It encapsulates the era, elegance and historical heritage. It is clean and easy to identify. 
E and F are too modern and almost sports like. No character. 

Logo A has most visual impact and the references, motif and motifs are clear, historically relevant, yet 
have a modern edge. It will be visible at a distance too. The fan has Art Deco echoes which are very 
appealing. Logos E and F lack any impact and are very unexciting.  C and D are somewhat lack-lustre. 

I think the money could be better spent than installing any of the above in the gardens, is this just 
another incident of SBC wasting money. 

Logo A 

Logo B 

Logo B....FAVOUR,   If possible,  add  red and yellow,   to reflect cultured and wild flowers,   well over 
300 benches,  numerous have plaques,  stating,  loved Scarborough,  Enjoyed many visits  etc  
Potential to be number 1 resort in England 

I am a graphic designer myself you can view my work at www.sushicreative.com. I don't want to sound 
negative or knock someone else's work but these designs are bland and lack flair and creativity and I 
don't think represent the gardens unique heritage and beauty. 

Logo D. Looks stylish! 

I prefer logo b, which does depend on the colour options as it might be clearer than option logo a. My 
second choice would be option D, I prefer the typeface to option C. 

Think Logo B is best -black background of A is tombstone-like. Logo B does need a couple of flowers 
though since they refer to gardens. Like font on A and B. Logos E and F look 1960/70s which is not 
appropriate I think. Sir Joseph shelter reference is not clear in C and D. 

I favour Logo B 

Considering that flowers, trees and bushes are a key element in any garden, we feel that it is 
important that a natural motif is represented somewhere in the logo. Therefore Logo C would be our 
choice. 

Prefer either Logo A or Logo B 

I prefer logos B and A because they contain more detail  and shapes and because the wording is 
integral to the design. They connect with various aspects of the gardens.   I don't like logos E and F at 
all. I can't see any connection. 

Logo B. A simple, elegant design in tune with the period of the gardens. 

Logo b is the clearest the others are too dark or unclear 

I love logo one, its classy and reflects the history if all the lovely gardens 

Logo À is my preference 

Logo B is my preference. I like the shell /fan motifs for the historical features which still relate well to 
our seaside town. 

I love the Art Deco 30s Egyptian look to the logo I chose. it is quirky as are so many buildings in South 
Cliff area. 

I think Logo B would show up well around the garden and also it's clear what it signifies. 

I think logo B is the strongest with C second. I don't think white on black is good for legibility reasons 
and the typeface on D is not clear enough. E and F are not sufficiently resolved or clear enough. 



A 

Logos A & B are insufficiently unique and could apply to other resorts, ‘shell’ houses, grottos etc, logos 
E & F look like a Local Authority sign or company logo so lack uniqueness which leaves logos C & D but 
I find these uninspiring and due to the unfortunate loss of flora & fauna on a large areas I am not sure 
that either of these logos are appropriate. 

I am afraid 😟 none inspire me 

F has simplicity, clarity, balance and reference to the iron work and the initials in the garden gates. 

A or D. Strong designs and nice typography. E and F are terrible. 

Logo B 

My choice would be logo E. I would have a look at reducing the font size for the word Gardens slightly 
and maybe see what that one word looks like in italics although your selected combination may be the 
best alternative. Logos A to D I do like but just feel are a bit too busy for the job in hand. 

It looks sunny and will be a more useful shape when in use I would have had a completion, we have a 
lot of talent in town, from professional to school children, would have raised your profile, involved the 
community, brought lots of ideas forward and been cheaper than professionals 

Logos A and B are  nondescript and so could represent anywhere.  Logos E and F are far too simplistic 
and look like they were drawn by children S therefore C or D to me represent a better connection to 
this area I would add some pictorial reference to plants might be in order 

they are all attractive and clear, and I like the references to art nouveau and art deco. Really hard to 
choose 

Logo B, Is the nicest, It is clean and crisp 

I would choose Logo a ...but looks a bit like a gravestone.  Logo c and d...too fussy Logo e and f...too 
clinical 

Logo B. For me the jewel in the crown of the South Cliff Gardens is the Italian Garden. The colours in 
summer are wonderful. I would like to see a colourful logo that represents the colourful Italian 
Gardens. Logo B has the possibility of utilising bright colours, which would tell the world what to 
expect from a visit. 

To be honest, I'm disappointed with all of these designs - they seem to be the sort of thing that was 
around a lot twenty years ago! We have some talented graphic designers in Scarborough, what a 
shame we couldn't have had something more creative. 

Logos E and F are simple and elegant and therefore preferable to Logos A to D. Logo F is my favourite. 

Logo B.  It is bright and cheerful with a strong hint of the seaside about it. A is dark and menacing.  C 
and D have an almost ecclesiastical overtone, looking like a bishop's mitre. E and F are too modernistic 
for this environment or any other environment come to that. 

I think Logo C expresses the themes best, the lettering is clean and clear and sits better with the 
design than D.  A and B are nice but slightly old fashioned and look a little bit like gravestones!  I think 
E and F are too stylised and not impactful enough, with no obvious reference to the fact that it relates 
to gardens. I feel like I wouldn't even notice them. Logo C feels like the best fit to me, it has a deco feel 
but it's not stuck in time, and the horticultural elements are obvious whilst it also looks architectural - 
it can be seen in different ways and it's quite a striking shape/image. 

Logo A appeals to ne 

We prefer Logo B 



My personal preference is option D. It is clear, bold and stylish paying respect to the heritage and 
features of our gardens. My only suggestion would be to add the name Scarborough at the bottom of 
the script in the same font as the wording for south cliff, therefore framing the softer font for the 
word gardens. This would help if the gardens are to be promoted to a wider audience beyond 
Scarborough in addition to within the Borough. Options A and B are more remiscent of the art deco 
period of the great cinemas and looks cluttered and the font is too small for visually impaired people. 
Options E and F are also not very clear for visually impaired people and reminds me of a logo for a 
school or sports blazer. I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on the 
options. 

A OR B 

My preference thanks 

Logo-B  Choice of our household 

I think logo B is the best - represents the area and is dyslexia friendly to see/read. C and D suggest an 
Indian theme; E and F look like a part of human female anatomy. 

Whatever is chosen MAKE IT GREEN otherwise it won’t get the attention it deserves! (A little yellow if 
you want a second colour?)  Ursula Badger Artist Extraordinaire 

Logo E, is clear and looks up to date others  have too much "going on" 

I prefer logo B 

A or b seem easier to read for someone like me with dyslexia 

Logo E or F - I love simplicity. Love the lines in it. 

I feel logo's A and B - particularly reflect the era and heritage of the gardens.  I'd probably lean 
towards Logo A as being the stand out logo.  Logo D would also work well, the font used is quite nice.  
Logo's E and F do not look appropriate at all - cold and clinical. 

Logo B. A light background supporting a design that, for me, harkens back to the heady times of the 
early 20's and 30's 

I like B the best with the shell/fan motifs 

Logo B is very effective, gives a sense of elegance and heritage. Logo A feels very dark and would only 
work on light signage which cause issues for legibility. Logo C is effective but there may be too much 
happening in a small space, this may not work well on smaller scale signage, the same goes for logo D. 
Serif typefaces such as Logo A and B work much better with the project identity as it symbolises 
cultural heritage. Logo E and F feel a push away from the architectural identity and don't seem to 
represent ironwork very effectively. The typefaces in both could be centred around the circle as 
opposed to being angled. Having both the SCG and the text 'South Cliff Gardens' feels repetitive and 
perhaps a symbolism of the ironwork could be better used within the circle. 

I prefer Logo B, then A, then F, E, C, D 

Not impressed by any of them. 

Top right looks the best and is not too modern, cherishes the history.     The modern one at the 
bottom right looks idea for some new and more suited to Blackpool.   The black ones are too dark and 
would be a nightmare with anyone with visual problems or dementia (black hole). 

First line, on right. It’s the most in keeping one.   Please install more benches with arms at the correct 
height. Not everyone is 2 foot 2Inc and able to sit down/stand up without an armrest. 

Logo E or F with no writing around the outside. 



none of them.   how about an iron clock or boot with flowers or leaves on ...  or something that 
represents the spa (water) and the star map.  And, what has the armed forces got to do with it?    it 
needs to be animated ;-0   https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/happy-frog-on-lily-pad-
vector-22123517 

Logo C is my preferred option Least favourite are Logo E and Logo F.   It would have been more helpful 
if the text and background colours were stated.  I feel they should be harmonious with the greenery 
and not bright, garish colours. 

A-D are horrendous - E and F are better F being the best A C and D are too dark and pose accesiblity 
issues. 

None of the logos reflect the overall history and heritage of the gardens.  I do not like any of them. 

I want the restored gardens to excite people and hope we get visitors from far and wide. As stated the 
logo will be used on all publicity information as well as signage. Not one of these has any impact on 
me and would not make me want to visit if I didn't know the gardens as well as I do. I understand the 
logo's will not be black and white but it is difficult to consult on something that people cannot see 
properly. Very sorry I can't be more positive but I think they are awful, the worst are E and F they took 
someone less than five minutes to come up with. I hope the council did not pay any of the hard 
earned money raised to a consultant to come up with these, a design competition would have been 
great. 

Not very awe inspiring 

I believe logo B perhaps best represents the heritage but I have not chosen it as I find it visually to 
intense, logo F manages to merge heritage references with a visually striking design. 

Logo B - clear sign with stained glass Victorian imagery 

They are all black and white and it would be nice to see some colour. But I like logo D best as it uses 
the designs from within the shelter itself. With the text below have a more curved feel like a lot of the 
paths within the gradient. 

Very limited choice was offered 

Logo C. The font used in Logo D would date I think. 

Clean design not too fussy 

Log c simply due to how it looks 

A&B remind me of the 'windows' in the shelter at the putting green. It looks like Art Deco/Nouveau - 
not sure if that fits with the Victorian heritage? C& D look like Lotus leaves which I would associate 
with Buddhism or yoga. E & F are illegible and look very corporate. 

Would like to see something based on the town coat of arms 

It is appropriate and more fitting for the 21st century 

Frankly they are awful! They look like high school blazer badges from the 1950s. Why do we need a 
logo...the words South Cliff Gardens are quite adequate. 

I prefer option B. The design is distinctive and has an art deco look that seems to fit well with the 
much loved former Odeon building 

Logo A assuming it is black and white. The two circular ones apart from looking like footballs are 
neither nowt nor somewhat 

I think that A and B best represent the look and feel of the gardens and as such should be used in all 
publications 

We need colour to reflect the vibrancy of the gardens 

Logo B - Great Victorian influenced design that also benefits with links to the arched window design 
found in many of the shelters.  Suggestion 1 - Use the superb font choice from Logo D with the visuals 



of Logo B. This offers a mix of old and new whilst also allowing a new font brand that could be used on 
any future promo material and even products.  Suggestion 2 - DO NOT use logo E or F. Horrific designs 
and as a professional member of the media sector I am appalled this reached the final choice phase 
for the gardens. I would definitely reassess your choice of designers next time (I guess that is 
suggestion 3!) 

I like the first two but not the others 

Logo D is my preference 

This logo would seem to represent best the mixture of horticultural and architectural elements of the 
gardens and of the two similar designs has the easier to read font. 

Gives the best image of grandeur 

We feel that Logo D will best represent the Gardens Heritage in all aspects. 

Will this sign be in black and white 

All are very piecemeal, the outstanding features of the gardens should be used, either a shelter, the 
Shuttleworth clock tower or the funicular railway or combinations thereof. If the only choice is these 
poor representations, then I'll go with B. 

Logo A. 

Prefer logo B although like the writing font of logo D 

I like the connection to history and the sea represented by shell/fan. 

Don't like any of them! SCG (E & F) are the worst! Horticultural heritage seems most appropriate, but 
Very weird with gardens in odd font in logo D. 

My chosen design seems to reflect the essence of the South Cliff Gardens. 

They are all very good and have been well thought out. 

Needs to be extremely clear to read by visually impaired people, the one I have chosen has simple 
clear lines but could be improved by using the same bold font as in the third one, “South Cliff”.  The 
borough has a larger than average number of sight impaired people, many of whom live in the South 
Cliff area. 

Logo B caught my eye immediately. As it is light it needs to be of a material that is self clean and a 
sustainable quality. 

Whilst the motifs have some relevance to the gardens I’m pretty sure the majority of onlookers will 
not associate them with anything in particular. I’m not very artistic, but the design needs to be more 
simple and understandable and I would suggest make a statement of what the gardens are about for 
the present & future, not necessarily the past. 

We like C most of all. B is our second choice. 

Logo B 

Foreground too abstract, too busy also needs colour. In my opinion more work required to present a 
more individual, snappy easily identifiable LOGO. The best LOGOS are simple and instantaneously 
known. Think NIKE and apply Picasso principles. 

This indicates a beach theme plus a resemblance of a gateway more in keeping with a Victorian 
seaside town. 

I think logo D is good the layout of design of the word gardens adds interest 

b Clear and concise! 

This motif has been part of the theme for so many years. It is part and parcel of the nature of the 
gardens that many thousands have come to love over the years. I chose the white background option 
because I feel it will stand out more over the years of weathering as time goes by. 

Keep it simple and uncluttered, more memorable and effective. 

Logo A is probably my favourite although Logo B is nice too, I wouldn't be offended by either of these. 
I also like Logo D and Logo C but E and F are too flimsy. I know what the SCG is and means but others 
or certainly visitors wouldn't look at those and think South Cliff Gardens. My first is Logo A, B, D then 
C. 



Logo B very suitable, retains a historical feel, art deco 

This one more attractive 

I prefer Logo A, with the Shell Fan Motifs. 

Although this is complex B is the easiest one to read and understand at a glance. Although it is similar 
to A, it is easier to read than white on black. 

Prefer Logo B as it's a lighter colour and is obvious what it is. Some of the other Logos are too dark. 
Could use a colour that stands out a bit more 

Would have liked to see the funicular railway and chalets and flora and fauna referenced within the 
motif. I thought both Logo A & B represented the coast rather than gardens which is what we are 
trying to emphasise here. Thought Logo's E & F were too industrial which detracts from the "nature" 
theme of gardens 

I'm not sure why such a design was commissioned, surely this would have been the ideal task for a 
local school or 6th form could have easily produced. How did it cost to commission the design? 

Logo C is the best though you could reflect the shells in the bottom part of the logo 

It’s simple but memorable 

Logos E and F feel contemporary, but I like they're referencing the ironwork.   I feel like A, B, C, D are a 

little too busy to be effective as a logo.  A and B are more a window design. The font used in D is too 

reminiscent of Lord of the Rings.   So C would be 3rd choice for me behind E/F 

Logo D, I feel, looks very modern, but still retains the history/heritage of the South Cliff, which is the 

aim of the 'Project'. 

 

 

 


